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The Heroes
Jerry Griggs gives Kelley's Heroes a
semi-successful rating. See Page 6.

Amnesty
The Tiger comments on the ROTC
situation. See the lead editorial on Page
2.

"He Roars For A Better Clemson University"
Clemson, S. C, Friday, September 18, 1970
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Strike Ends
Team Reports For Workouts Monday
"The team and I are very pleased
others in the conference," he commented. "Our competitive diving tank with the plans for our new natatorium,"
will be almost as big as the present he said. "The swimming program hfere
at the University will be greatly imYMCA pool."proved, as I am sure that we will get
"A new conference rule which boys now who would not have competed
requires meets with only four Atlantic in the old YMCA pool," McHugh added.
Coast Conference schools per season
The strike was originally callea
will enable us to broaden our
scheduling to include a good deal more because of the inadequacies of the
non-conference competition," said existing facilities. The swimmers
McHugh. Previously, meets with every charged that the YMCA pool is too short
ACC school had been required each for competition and grossly undersized
for use by the student body. In addition
season.

By CHARLES WHETSTONE
Staff Writer
Carl McHugh, coach of the swim
team, said Tuesday that the team has
ended its two-week strike and will
resume workouts Monday afternoon.
McHugh said, "The administration
assured me that the new pools would be
completed as soon as possible."
McHugh, who had just attended a
meeting with the building contractor,
would not give an estimate as to when
the pools would be completed.
"The pools will be on a par with

to these faults, they alleged that the
pool's filter system is inoperable and
the pool must be drained weekly.

However, members of the team felt
that the pool was inadequate. They also
charged that several of the members of
the team have been injured in the pool.

Q
No Date Tickets For Sale
the game,"statedMcLellan, "althougha
seat for everyone can not be guaranteed."

By JOHN CARRIER
Staff Writer
Bill McLellan, associate athletic
director, stated Wednesday that "there
will be no individual date tickets
available for the Nov. 21 Clemson-South
Carolina football game."

Dry Run

Senate Condemns
Magazine Censors
By KATHY HUBBELL
Staff Writer
Student Senate Monday night condemned the administration for acting in
"undue haste" in its destruction of last
year's Chronicle, and urged that "more
discretion" be used in the future.
In a resolution introduced by Jr.
Senator Diane Kerr of the Student
Organizations Committee, the Senate
also requested that the Office of Student
Affairs repay those students who have
paid activities fees their "prorated
share" for the destroyed magazine or
appropriate that money to this year's
Chronicle for the publication of an extra
issue.
Senate also passed a bill establishing
open dorm policy. Introduced by Soph.
Senator Lucy Glenn, the bill sets a
maximum range of open dorm hours
from noon Friday through midnight
Sunday. Individual hours and the
frequency of open house for each dorm
or residence hall must be determined
by a 2/ 3 majority of its residents,
according to the bill.
Sr. Senator Brad Keeney of the
Residence Hall Committee introduced
a resolution that West Campus dorms
be made available to women, while at
least one East Campus high rise be
retained for men. The resolution passed
unanimously.
The Senate also unanimously passed
a resolution in support of the Clemson
swimming team strike, introduced by
Sr. Senator Robert Rusk,
A constitutional amendment
to
lower the required GPR for high court
positions from 2.3 to 2.0 was passed,
while a resolution to extend library
hours to 1 a. m. was defeated.

There has been a problem of running
out of tickets for the Clemson-South
Carolina game in the past. This
problem was caused by students
Other Clemson students will receive purchasing a reserved ticket and either
only a reserve ticket for themselves selling it to persons unable to use it
and general admission tickets may be because of improper identification or
by not going to the game, according to
purchased for dates and friends.
McLellan. At last year's Clemson-South
Season tickets that have recently Carolina game there were about 240
been sold guarantee a date ticket for reserved spaces filled by persons other
The Clemson University Unevery game except the Clemson-South than those holding the ticket.
derground held its first official meeting
Carolina game. A general admission
McLellan stated that the University Tuesday night at 7:30 in Hardin Hall
ticket can be purchased for this game.
of South Carolina was allotted 15,000 auditorium.
He said that all students who pur- tickets by contract for the game.
The Underground, which is a cultural
chased season date tickets at half-price
"IPTAY members and students are organization, was denied access to the
prior to the beginning of school are
being treated equally," stated building last week by administrators
guaranteed reserved seats for them- McLellan. The reserved seat tickets who said the group was not officially
selves and their dates.
allotted to IPTAY have already been recognized and could not legally use the
sold and members may now purchase facilities.
"Nobody will be turned away from

UNDERGROUND

CUU Organized

Political Activism Hindered
By TIM DOYLE
Staff Writer
David Prince, president of the Young
Democrats Club, expressed concern
Monday over the administration's
attempts to allegedly curtail political
activities on campus.
Prince's concern centered around an
initial refusal by A. Wood Rigsby,
university counsel, to allow circulation
of gubernatorial campaign material at
Saturday's football game.
"General Rigsby, through his
secretary, at first stated that no
political material was to be distributed
at all on campus," Prince commented.
Prince said that he then requested a
personal interview with Rigsby.
During this interview, Prince said he
re-emphasized his club's attempt to
work within the system. He added, "I
told Rigsby that I felt the initial
decision was denying people the right to
free speech withing the system."
After the meeting, Prince received
permission to distribute material
outside of the stadium.
Rigsby stated Tuesday that the
University did not have an official

if

DIANE KERR

Though an agreement has been
reached, the pools seem to be a long
way from becoming a reality. Plans for
the pools are still in the formative
stages.

McHugh was obviously excited by the
general admission tickets only. He
added that "2500 general admission prospects of the new pools. He urged all
students interested in joining the team
tickets have already been sold."
to attend Monday's practice. "No
Student tickets for the game will be previous competitive experience is
necessary," he emphasized.
given out on the loggia Sept. 21-24.

Young Democrats Charge

r

The administration announced last
week that two pools are now being
planned. An olympic-sized pool will be
included in the renovation of Fike Field
House. Also, land is being acquired
adjacent to the YMCA building for the
construction of a suitable pool there.
Last year warnings from the State
Board of Health forced local officials to
deny students the use of the pool.
Through an agreement with the
agency, the University obtained permission allowing the swimming team
use of the facilities.

position concerning political activities
on campus. "We have submitted an
inquiry to the (state) attorney general
concerning the legality of using
University facilities for political activities," he stated. "The whole
problem is under study from a legal
standpoint."
Rigsby explained that the tax-exempt
status presently held by the University
could be lost if "the corporate
University body participated in a
political action."
As an example, Rigsby referred to
the Princeton University proposal
which would allow students two weeks
in the spring for political campaigning.
"Such activity would jeopardize this
status," he said.
According to Rigsby, "recognized"
organizations on campus presently
have to submit a request to the vice
president of student affairs to distribute
political material. If any problems
arise over the request, it is rrferred to
the Executive Council.
"There won't be any censorship on
the individual material," Rigsby added. He said that he felt that

"recognized" organizations shouldn't
have any trouble in obtaining permission for distribution.

At this week's meeting the members
of the steering committee, Jim Ellis,
Bob Behling,"Mike Gough, Dave
Waterfield, and Jeanne Rauch, told the
group of approximately 150 that their
meeting with Dean of Student Affairs
Walter T. Cox had been very successful.
The students said that the Monday
afternoon meeting with Cox had
allowed them to explain their purpose
to the administration and also they had
found out how they might acquire
facilities through the Student Union.
The speakers announced a jam
session to be held in Harcombe Commons Saturday night from 8 p. m. until
1 a. m.
The group also created committees to
handle organization, films, guerrilla
theater, music, publications and fund
raising.

'HOT LINE'

Students To Help Solve Emotional Problems
By BOB THOMPSON
News Editor
Students troubled with emotional
problems and various personal crises
may now receive help from "Hot Line,"
a new telephone service operated entirely by student volunteers.
The purpose of the special line is to
allow troubled students to discuss their
problems with carefully trained
listeners before the problems get out of
control.
The line will be open from 6 p. m.
until 8 a. m. seven days a week, and the
local number is 654-1040. The Clemson
"Hot Line" organizers said that the line
is not operated during the day because
they feel that students have other
persons, such as guidance counselors,
with whom to discuss their problems
during the day.

Anonymity will be a major factor in
determining the success of the new
service. A spokesman for the "Hot
Line" staff said that no students would
be asked to identify themselves, and
that the listening staff would also
remain anonymous.
The reason for the secrecy of names
is to provide a more confidential atmosphere for the callers, the
spokesman said. He claimed that many
students lack trust in University-run
counselling services, either out of
embarrassment or in fear of
prosecution by University authorities.
For example, many students feel
hesitant to discuss crises such as drug
addiction or pregnancies, perhaps
fearing that information may be sent to
their parents or to legal authorities.

Because "Hot Line" is independent
from any other student or administration organizations, and since
the callers remain anonymous, the
spokesman for the group said he feels
students will feel more comfortable and
secure in using the service than
otherwise.
Similar "Hot Line" services are now
provided in many large cities and
major universities. The Greenville
service, for instance, receives a call
every seven minutes on the average,
the spokesman said.
Some of the more common problems
directed to the "Hot Line" include drug
abuse, parental pressures, pregnancies
and loneliness. "Hot Line" members
stressed, however, that they wish to
help students with minor problems as

well as major crises.
Students working for the "Hot Line"
are trained and retrained by experts in
such fields as psychology, drug abuse,
and moral and spiritual advice.
The spokesman said he hoped
students would not feel embarrassed to
use the service, and that "one need not
be a mental patient or an unstable
individual to need help. We would like
to help with any problems, no matter
how personal or minor they seem.
"We are not giving advice. We just
define the problem and let the person
make up his own mind. 'Hot Lines' as
such are not supposed to give advice."
He added, "We don't want to expose
anybody. The 'Hot Line' has only phone
line, so they couldn't trace a phone call
even if they wanted to."

Clemson 24>The Citadel 0
The Citadel Bulldogs were the Victims in a Thursday night pep rally as well
as in the football opener last week. The Tigers get a chance to burn Virginia
Saturday at 1:30 in the stadium.
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STUDENTS BECOME UNDERDOGS

Repression Breeds Discontent

Opinions expressed on the editorial 'gage
are those of the individual writer, excepting
the lead editorial which expresses the majority opinion of The Tiger editorial board.

By JERRY GRIGGS
Columnist

DICK HARPOOTLIAN, Editor-in-Chief
JIM WALSER, Managing Editor

JIM FORTH Editorial Page Editor

Anarchy, even if it doesn't
yet exist as an institution on
the university campus, is
certainly flourishing in the
Middle East. First, the Arabs
violated the already shaky
cease-fire by shoveling
missiles and anti-aircraft into
a restricted area.

MARC FEINBERG. Business Manager
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A mnesty
This year Clemson's ROTC program
is, for the first time, voluntary.
Two years ago all male students were
required to take two years and last
year's entering freshmen were required
to take one.
Most of Clemson's ROTC officials
praised the change because now ROTC
will only attract those students who have
a genuine interest in the military and it
would allow the officials to upgrade the
program.
The administration and ROTC officials admitted that ROTC is not for
everybody and should be taken advantage of by only those who wish to
participate in the military. Yet there are
some students who are still being forced
to participate.
These students dropped ROTC in their
freshman or sophomore years because
they, for the most part, felt that the
ROTC requirement would soon be
dropped. They were right, but not
totally. Their curriculums still require
the completion of the ROTC obligation

futility of attacks and counterattacks.
University level anarchists
are accomplishing about the
same thing. They counter the
repressive
attacks
of
governments
and
administrations with bombs and
fires which in turn brings
further repression which in
turn... ad nauseum.
Something has to break the

they had when they first attended
Clemson.
Making these individuals take ROTC
is bad for both the program and the
students. The program suffers when
some of the individuals give only halfhearted attempts at participating. The
students suffer when they have to
participate in a field of study they have
no interest in.
Some of those students who face more
semesters of ROTC feel that they would
rather transfer to another school than
participate in the ROTC program. Their
reasons differ but the consensus opinion
of these students is that they don't want
to include such studies in their
curriculum. Clemson should not stand
idly by while some students are forced
to go elsewhere to acquire quality
education.

Dean Cox Called Liar

Drinks
Dear Sir,
In protesting the expensive
soft drinks on campus, the
critics failed to use the most
obvious weapon available. It
appears
that
Clemson
University, a national leader
in conservation of natural
resources, is in practice inconsistent with what it
teaches.

Each day in my Freshman
Botany lab, where I hope to
subtly convey to students that
our environment is not only
interesting but of intrinsic
value, the trash can fills with
non-returnable, non-recycle
waste — aluminum drink
cans.
Is~ Clemson University indirectly encouraging environmental pollution? In the
past did so few bottles find
their way back to the bottling
companies, that Clemson
University's money losses are
now being rectified by the
usage of expensive, wasteful
cans?
The cost of the drinks has
forced me to use Clemson's
FREE
drinking-fountain
water.
Each time I pass that infernal drink machine, I shake
my fist in disgust, for it is
undermining the economy of
students, employees, and
faculty alike and the validity
of conservation principles
taught here in the classroom.
Mrs. David T. Pitts, Jr.
Graduate Teaching Assistant

Vietnam
Dead
Americans killed this
week: 87, wounded 323.
Casualties to date in
Vietnam War: 43,568
killed; 288,124 wounded;
Americans
held
prisoners, 1,450.
Killed first 8 months
of year, 3,502.
Deaths
from
nonhostile causes, 8,425.

Already the Clemson administrative powers that be
have taken a giant step toward
illogicality, and they didn't
even say "May I?". I refer, of
course, to last week's
ridiculous encounter at
Hardin Hall. The students who
gathered there under the
C.U.U. banner did not ask
Daddy Coakley if they could
play in Hardin Hall; but
consider, they were not
"occupying" the building
permanently.
They had no intention of
preventing normal progress
from continuing in the
building. They merely wished
to gather and discuss, much as
people gather in the canteen
all day long and talk, only the
canteen was not practical so
they moved to a better
location. Maybe next time
they should meet in the
canteen.
The administration was
appalled that students would

take it upon themselves to
avail themselves of an empty
room. In doing so they bypassed the administration and
a university level version of
the Domino theory went into
effect.
What's the matter with
the students? They want the
administration to feel unneeded? If they step around
them once, who knows what
they might want next time.
Why, next they'll be wanting
to play ping-pong on the
President's desk top.
At the international level the
Domino theory has become
something of a joke, but here
at Clemson it is still going
strong.
As a result of the refusal to
allow the C.U.U. meeting, the
administration, instead of
weakening or killing the
organization, has pushed it
into student focus as an underdog, and underdogs attract
sympathy, and repression
breeds counter measures.
I keep telling myself that
there is a better way.

afut Criticized

The administration has said that
mandatory ROTC is wrong and their
action to eliminate it was admirable. All
we ask now is that they finish the job.

of The Chronicle which none of
them ever saw — because it
offended them (or did the talk
of fellatio "arouse their
prurient interests?"). They
are still committed to being
the pious moral guardians of
university students. And they
will continue to wield their
powers arbitrarily until
students take an active stand
against them.
Remember the Berkeley
Free Speech Movement?
Clemson students seem to be
moving rapidly into the '60's
as the rest of collegiate
America moves on to the more
important issues of the '70's. If
Clemson students are to ever
have an active voice in their
own intellectual development,
they must be assured that they
will have all those materials
necessary to make decisions
intellectually at their disposal.
And now the Board of
Trustees has once again
hobbled its way into a meeting
room in Columbia and
rejoined the fight to rid
Clemson of filth, declaring
that "explicit descriptions of
bodily
functions"
are
specifically banned.
John C. Norton
Class of 70

cycle. Could this razzle-dazzle
new system be (hold your
breathe) logic?

OPEN COLUMN

LETTERS AND COMMENTS

Dear Sir,
In reference to your September 4 article entitled
"Chronicles Destroyed; Cox
Denies
Administrative
Censorship."
Cox, as always, lies with
little artistry. The true story
of the administration's censorship of the Chronicle and
the Literary Workshop's
magazine is appalling, and
should be enough to convince
every thinking student on
campus that intellectual,
honesty is not something to be
had from the menagerie of
military meatheads who
purport to operate Clemson
University.
The members of the
Calhoun Literary Workshop,
including myself, spent two or
three hours each week for nine
months preparing the edition
which the administration,
specifically Mr. Edwards,
censored after reading one
paragraph of one story. The
current Supreme Court
guidelines require that pornographic material have "no
redeeming social or literary
value." How can anyone
determine social or literary
value after reading one
paragraph? It is interesting to
note that the author of that
much-publicized paragraph is
currently enrolled as a
graduate assistant in the
University of Arkansas'
creative writing program.
The administration obviously made no attempt to
comprehend the literary value
of the piece. They arbitrarily
decided to ban the literary
workshop's efforts of an entire
year — and even more arbitrarily, to include the issue

Then, independent guerilla
groups hijacked four international jet flights. Now
Israel has gotten into the act
by seizing several hundred
Arab residents of occupied
Jordan. This may not
precisely fit the definition of
anarchy, after all, this is an
inter-action between nations,
but it certainly shows a lack of
reasoned procedure and the

Dear Sir,
bother him! Understand
Please tell AFUT that we, though, that this is not a
the students of Clemson question or a test of literary
University hate to "burst their skills; it is a question of the
bubble," but they aren't better principle.
talked about. Either they
Your concept of tradition is
underestimate us, or they're
terrible egotists themselves. too old-fashioned. Could it be
If some rare occasion may that you are traditionalist
permit, the topic might just be yourselves in sticking with
brought up in reference to a this meaning? You are in the
vague representation of this right church but the wrong
"boastful minority." Gen- pew. Tradition is not the extlemen, afut is hardly con- ception; it is the rule. The
people
are
sidered a subject for bull American
sessions. Surely we deserve traditionalist by nature.
more credit than that. Do us a Anyone that doesn't like it
favor. State freely your goal knows what to do and where to
on this University, and then get off. Tradition is used when
the plans you intend to follow. we learn something new and
Is this asking too much? adapt to it upon an older, more
Surely you've got something predictable principle —
to say for yourselves. You call provided it is a good one. That
(JOR08:*\AO TStTUNft/ rtU^Cl &UXUA MUNW
yourselves instigators — of is a prime requisite. Face it
what? Paw power? Everyone guys, tradition is not buried in
is a potential instigator. You the leaves of an old philosophy
deserve no more credit than book — it is a twentieth century
anybody else. "Instigation" is reality. It is also here to stay.
the kind of word, though, that Suppose things were radically
if someone wasn't smart different. If the new order of
enough to know you've got to things was desirable, the
be kidding, might get the conditions would be retained.
wrong idea about. Prove to us; That is tradition. Tradition is
your ideas. Give us the benefit not an anachronism. It
of the doubt, then we'll see changes as time advances.
who the "underdogs" are. And Stagnation? Prove it. It seems
action" which was responsible psuedo-hippie community like my wise old history
to me that you use a poor
for the spirit drum. We when they tried to steal our professor says, you better
choice of words, and when this
donated our official ard- official drum. Now tell us, know what you're talking
concerns others, someone
varkkian skinned drum to rats where was the ferocius Tiger about from both vantage
may get the wrong idea. You
recruited by afut, not the with it's super plunger when points, or you will get lost or
are all supposedly here by
Central Spirit Committee. all this was going on? Where defeated. Either that, or be so
choice. Do us a favor and don't
Furthermore, this afut action were the c.gs, but most im- convincing
with
your be so nice. The moral of the
was carried out at 12:35 a.m. portant where was the Central presentation that you will win
story — Beware, because you
Sat., not 6 p.m. Friday as Spirit Committee???
others to your cause. Maybe, might stick afut in your
stated at the game.
This is a perfect example of if you are convincing enough, I mouth.
We want to know where the student apathy which has would join your organization
James King
everyone was when the been produced by the inability myself. I don't think so from
Citadel Cadets attacked of such student organizations what I inter, but one cannot
LETTERS POLICY.
Tillman Hall! As promised in to function. Yes, they were dispute the power of the word.
The Tiger requires that
our summer school an- quick to accept credit for the If you don't have a legitimate
every letter be accompanied
nouncement we were there to spirit drum. After all its their basis, though, you can forget
by the name of the author in
defend. We successfully drove responsibility. The point is, it, unless of course you are all
order to be considered for
off the Cadets while our trusty though, that the Central Spirit English majors and "have a
publication. A limited number
pusstard defeated the Citadel Committee neglected it. way with words." You want to
of letters will be published
bulldog on Bowman Field. Luckily though afut came be talked about — first give us
which express opposing
And it was none other than through with the appropriate something to say. With all you
viewpoints if a large response
afut that repulsed Clemson's action. So before you guys, at least one should have
is received concerning a
apathetic organizations an "A" in English. Get
single issue. Names will be
neglect your duties again, together and let everybody
withheld by request of the
remember one thing, AFUT is contribute an opinion. Already
writer, although we emwatching.....
I have set you at an adphasize much of the letters
afut vantage. I believe in fair play.
effectiveness is lost when the
I am composing with my skills
author is unwilling to have his
alone. Don't let us down. Some
name published. Letters must
of the world's best literary
be received typed and triple
geniuses were demented!
Dear Sirs:
spaced no later than Tuesday
It seems a bit contradictory Edgar Allen Poe didn't let it evening at the Tiger office.
to me that the men who would
Don t misunderstand my
argument. I praise the give open sanction to the
university administrators for Young Americans For George
finally coming to their senses Wallace to hold meetings on
on these matters, but let's this campus would deny
another group of students the
recognize the stimulus that
changed each of them, right to assembly.
STUDENT
PRESSURE!!!
The two men in question are
University officials didn't
Deans Walter Cox and George
NEWS EDITOR
allow alcoholic beverages in Coakley. During the fall of
the dorms because it would be
Bob Thompson
1968, the two men arbitrarily
nice to let everyone get in- ruled that the Wallace group
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
toxicated in the dorms; many did not have to go through
Mike Forth
Gene Troutman
think it was passed because proper channels (Senate
SPORTS EDITOR
they couldn't stop us from recognition) to hold open
CIRCULATION MANAGER
John Bolt
Bob Aines
drinking and thought it would meetings in classrooms.
be better to legalize it. NonFEATURES EDITOR
CHIEF REPORTER
mandatory
ROTC...
of
Tom Priddy
Now, the two have decided
Jack Lynch
course... administrators that a group of students who
ADVERTISING
MANAGER
FACULTY
ADVISOR
recognized the oncoming have a purpose cannot meet in
Bill Altaian
Dr. Louis Henry
student pressure. Further university facilities. Acillustrations
would
be cording to university laws, a
CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
superfluous, you get the group of students can hold
David Walker
picture.
three
meetings
using
NEWS: Lewis Kirk, John Carrier, Nick Roark, Charles
All I am asking is that when University facilities before
Norton, Scott Jordan, James Lucas, Walt Julian Marchel
students play a decisive role in they have to have Senate
Jennings, Tim Doyle, Marty Cope, Charles Whetstone Steve
a change in university policy, recognition and a formal
Csernak, and Andy Bowers.
it be recognized. Consistent constitution.
EDITORIAL: Jerry Griggs, Bob Devaux
non-recognition of responsible
This
latest
show
of
SPORTS: Rich Reith, Pete Peters, Jim Dales Dave
parties will frustrate some
Monjot, Bob Hutnik, Jim Bell, Jule Welborn
and
bring
anger
arid university stupidity is just
FEATURES: Marge Perry, Dotti Dennis,. Marilyn
rebelliousness from others! So another case of the two men in
administrators, when con- question using set rules to Walser, Becky Brabham, Coe Camack, Debby Baggett
CIRCULATION: Cat Moose and the All Night Newsboys
cessions are made to the their own convenience. Adstudents,
don't
be
so ministrative hypocrisy can
ADVERTISING: Robert T. Levine, Liz Hines
egotistical as to think and only die when some adEntered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S C
state publicly that the con- ministrators do.
Box 2097, University Station, Clemson, South Carolina 29631- Office
Mike Smith
cessions were of your own
Phone SS6-2150. Represented by National Advertising Service,'IB East
50th Street, New York, N. Y. 10022.
Class of 70
creation.

COMMENT

afut Rescues Spirit
Dear Sir,
At the stroke of midnight on.
Friday night an exclusive
radio interview was held with
afut's esteemed Minister of
Information. As announced at
the interview, afut came to
the "Spiritual" rescue of
Clemson U.. We could no
longer stand by and watch as
one of
the
"essential
traditions" of C. U. was being
completely neglected. 'It was
insinuated at the football
game that the Central Spirit
Committee had supplied the
spirit^ drum,
and
was
responsible for its beating
from 6 p.m. Friday until game
time. This, however, is
completely untrue. Actually it
was none other than "afut

OPINION

Student Pressure
Proves Stimulus
By R. E.DeVAUX
Columnist
R. C. Edwards has at
various occasions voiced the
fact that neither he nor the
Board of Trustees would
submit to student pressure.
Whom do these gentlemen
think they're fooling? I will
admit most of the alumni are
convinced, some of the
students, fewer of the faculty,
and yes even a few of the
administrators might believe
it. Well,,I don't!
Question: From where
came the pressure to change
university policy in the
following areas?
The decision to build a
student union?
The decision to permit
alcoholic beverages in the
dormitories?
The decision to liberalize
dress codes?
The decision to allow
national fraternities?
The decision to all co-eds
all night permission?
The decision to allow co-ed
dormitories this past summer?
The decision to allow
students
permission
to
operate motor vehicles?
The decision to make ROTC
non-mandatory ?

Stupidity

TWO UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS
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Economists Fight Pollution
Two University economists of any city or region,
have added a new weapon to especially in coastal areas,
the growing technological and to predict ecological
arsenal being used to combat results of changes in that
economy.
environmental pollution.
The researchers selected
Both Eugene A. Laurent, the Charleston, Berkeley and
doctoral candidate in natural Dorchester counties area as
resources economics, and Dr.
their model study site and
James C. Hite, assistant have produced a general
professor of agricultural
picture of the port city's
economics, believe their study
economic system and its
of "economic-ecologic impact on the coastal enlinkages" will greatly benefit
vironment.
city, industrial and coastal
The study and explanation
zone development boards who
of
the analysis method should
want to abate or avoid
be available in handbook
pollution problems.
manual form by January 1971.
Combining economic
Their research has been
analysis and engineering
studies, they have devised a called "a very valuable
method which they say can be contribution to getting coastal
used to describe the economy zone management out of the

CAMPUS GATE

jawbone phase and into! the
really hard problems' of
decision making" by Clifford
S. Russell of Resources for the
Future, Inc., an affiliate of the
Rockefeller Foundation.
Pollution processes are
more complex than they at
first appear to be, says
Laurent, who collected and
processed most of the data for
the Charleston study.
"For example, a particular
business or industry may not
directly produce any pollution
at all," he says. "It may
utilize only 'clean' operations,
but let's suppose it buys
heavily from a local chemical
manufacturer that pollutes air
with sulfur oxides.
"Each time the clean in-

dustry expands, the chemical
plant must increase its output
to meet the greater demand
for supplies. Consequently,
more sulfur oxides will be
pumped into the atmosphere."
Carrying the linkage a step
further, if the chemical plant
in turn buys from other industries that pollute, they will
increase the pollution burden
by hiking production to meet
the chemcial firm's bigger
demands, says Laurent.
All sectors of the economy
— from the individual shopper
to small businesses to major
industries—are thus entangled
directly and indirectly and
linked as the strands of a
gigantic cobweb.
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UPSTAIRS
CLUB

EXCLUSIVELY FOR

147/i COMMERCE ST. - SPABTANBURG, S. C

STYLE CONSCIOUS

SATURDAY, SEPT. 19

CLEMSON STUDENTS

THE INTRUDERS

Located at the rear of

SATURDAY, SEPT. 26

MEL & TIM

the WCCP Building

15% Discount

SATURDAY, OCT. 3

WITH A

ORIGINAL DRIFTERS

STUDENT ID CARD

SATURDAY, OCT. 31

HALLOWEEN PARTY

Everything You Need

HARRY DEAL 1GALAXIES

for Football
and Dance Weekends!
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Like insects caught in the
web, significant changes in
one part of the economic
network send vibrations
throughout the structure and
can affect its other parts.
These
linkages
tracing
throughout the economy
create the impact on the environment.
Understanding the direct
and indirect linkages in that
web is essential for proper
economic
development
planning in coastal and other
areas, says Laurent, and the
Hite-Laurent method is
designed to provide that information.
Planners can feed local
economic and engineering
data on pollution into the
method's complex formulas,
then analyze them. This
enables them to determine
how much pollution certain
categories of industires
produce per dollar of income
they create in the local
economy, says Laurent.
"By giving clear guidelines
to indicate what kinds of new
industry should be attracted to
their area, the method shows
planners the paths of
economic development that
cause the least amount of
environmental damage," he
says.
Some 18 months in the
making, the Charleston area
economic model is the first
such study of its size and scope
ever completed, says Hite,
who contributed to the project
his expertise on economic
problems of coastal zone
resource management.
The Hite-Laurent study was
supported by a $36,721 grant
from the Office of Water
Resources Research (U. S.
Dept. of the Interior), and by
the Coastal Plains Regional
Commission, a cooperative
federal-state organization.

Don't marry
a rich girl!
Not until you find out just how
rewarding a career in Computer
Sales or Systems Support is with
RCA.
Computer Salesmen at RCA are
selling packages that are eighteen months ahead of major competitors.
Large time-sharing computers

that can support over 350 remote
terminals.
And, this is only the beginning.
We are, at present, doubling our
sales force.
We also intend to increase our
business at twice the rate of the
computer industry.

We are a highly diversified, total
systems oriented company—concerned with the problems of the
future.
So THINK about your future. Our
sales force is drawn from a variety of majors—a technical degree is not required — we are
more interested in your motivation.
For more information contact
your College Placement Director,
or write directly to RCA College
Relations, Dept. L, Cherry Hill,
Camden, New Jersey 08101. We
are an equal opportunity employer.

On Campus Interviews
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Testimonial
In an overwhelming testimonial to the
democratic process, approximately onefourth of the freshman class converged on the

polls Tuesday to elect class officers and
senators. Run-offs were held Thursday for the
four class offices.

Freshman Elections Held;
Runoffs For Class Officers
By MARTY COPE
Staff Writer

Freshman elections for
class offices and senators
were held on Tuesday and 676
votes were cast out of a
possible 2200 in the class.
Run-off elections will be
held for the four class officers
as no candidates received
clear majorities for their
respective offices. Eleven
senators were elected to
represent the class in student
senate. The election results
were as follows:
Eddie Hayes and Steve
Kelley will be competing for
the office of president in the
run-offs. For vice-president
David F. Whittemore, Jr. and
Susan Day remain in the
running.
Secretary of the class will be
either Debbie Skinner or Mary
Ann Maclntyre. Ronnie
Chestnut and Dan Stegall
compete for the office of
treasurer in the run-offs.
The eleven senators are:
David Lawrence Rowe, Susan
Hunt, Bob Fedder, Anne
Barnes, and Mike Miller,

Happy Duncan, Mendal
Bouknight, Sam Cr%ws, Bill
Miller, Bob Watson and Kay
Sanders.

Run-off elections for the
class officers were held
Thursday.

CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED — An FM
radio, preferably a
portable equipped to run
on both batteries and AC
wall outlet. Willing to
discuss price. Call Jack
at 656-7860 any time.

FOR SALE — New
Columbia 8-tank Cartridge Player Walnut
Cabnetry — 4 speaker,
individual tone control.
Very reasonable. Call
656-6768.

FOR SALE — Banlon
shirts, khaki army
pants with armpit-high
waists and leg cuffs cut
off at mid-calf, shoes
with tassels, and overthe-calf socks. Used for
four years while I was a
Freddie. Cheap. Call
Dickie any time at 6541622.

FOR SALE — One (1)
Alto Saxophone, slightly
used,
recently
refinished. Will sell
cheap. Call 654-3356 any
time of the day or night.
Just ask for Jim.

WANTED TO BUY — A
jeweled taper snout with
vibrator. Call Dickie at
654-1622.

FOR SALE — A jeweled
taper
snout
with
vibrator. Call Tommy at
654-1622.

FOR SALE — Stereo
albums, Joe Cocker,
other goodies. Call Bob,
Rm. 415, 654-9895.

Imagine. The complete put-on.
Besides, merchants around town
Checks with the Clemson name are more willing to cash or accept
and insignia emblazened on them. your check when it's personalized.
Open a special Clemson checking
Along with your name and address
account now. Only at First National.
printed in bold letters.
Start your account with any
All together now in a specially
amount
you wish. We'll send you a
designed checkbook holder.
supply of personalized checks. ComThey're beautiful.
And they're practical. Because plete with the Clemson insignia.
At no charge.
with your own checking account it's
And we're not putting you on.
easier to manage your money. Simple
arithmetic is all it takes.
Ij| First National Bank

We're putting you on.
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Psychology
Club Meets

BULLETIN BOARD

Frat Receives Initiation
Saturday morning Theta Chi Station. Deadline for receiving
will initiate the Eta Alpha entries is Thursday, Oct. 1.
chapter into its national
C.U.U. JAM SESSION
brotherhood. It will be the
The Ciemson University
second chapter in South Underground will sponsor a
Carolina.
jam session in Harcombe
The chapter, known as Chi Commons
dining
hall
Lambda locally, was founded Saturday from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Nov. 12,1967 and began to seek Any groups interested in
a national affiliation last year playing should come. There
when the University allowed will be no admission charge.
all locals to go national.
I.E.E.E ACTIVITIES
Saturday night, Dr. Marvin
The student branch of
L. Fleming, immediate past
president of the national I.E.E.E will hold a joint
fraternity, will speak at a meeting with S.A.M.E. on
dinner given for the newly Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in
Lowry Hall Auditorium.
initiated brothers.
The I.E.E.E. will hold their
IFC RUSH
annual picnic at the Y beach
The Interfraternity Coun- on Friday, Sept. 25 from 5 to 9
cil's fall rush ended this week p.m.
with only 160 men registering
KENNELCLUB
for the University's nine
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
national and three local
The re-activated Anderson
fraternities. This figure was Kennel Club is looking for new
about half of the number members. AKC regulation of
expected to attend the rush all pure breeds is required. All
activities. Bids from the interested persons may
fraternities were accepted contact Katie Rowland of
Tuesday night, but no in- Ciemson, or William N. Smith
dividual figures are available.
at 226-7742, Anderson. The
HOMECOMING QUEEN
next meeting will be held Oct.
PAGEANT
1.
Ciemson University Student
RELIGIOUS LECTURE
Government is sponsoring the
William C. Orth, research
annual Homecoming Queen
Pageant Thursday, October 8, chemist with the Duke Power
at 8:00 p.m. in the Tillman Co., will address the Ciemson
Hall Auditorium. The Queen Fellowship Sunday at 10:30
and her attendants will be a.m. in the YMCA Clubroom.
announced at Tigerama the The public is invited.
"Wonder, a One-Word
following night.
The office of Student Description of Religious
Government cordially invites Education," is the topic to be
all campus organizations to developed.
WEST FOR GOVERNOR
submit a representative for
MEETING
Homecoming Queen. Entries
There
will
be
an
must be mailed to Jennifer
Huffman, Box 5254, University organizational meeting of the

West for governor campaign
committee, Wednesday, 7:00
p.m., room 107of Hardin Hall.
All supporters of Mr. West's
campaign, both Democrat and
Republican are invited to this
meeting.
DELTA SIGMA NU
MEETING
There will be a Delta Sigma
Nu meeting Tuesday evening
at 7:30 in the Physics building,
Room 101. All old and new
members are required to be
there.
RADIO CLUB MEETING
There will be a meeting of
the
M.A.R.S.
Ciemson
University Amateur Radio
Club, Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in
the basement of the Army
ROTC building.
IFC MEETING
Anyone interested in forming
an
International
Fellowship Club to bring
together foreign students at
the University and persons
from other countries employed in this area should
contact Otis D. Nelson,
director of foreign student
affairs at the University.
Nelson says the emphasis
would be on fellowship and a
variety of planned social
activities.
Inquiries can be mailed to
Nelson at Box 312, Ciemson, S.
C.
PARKING STICKERS
All non-seniors who have

By ANDY BOWERS
Staff Writer

senior parking stickers are
requested to change their
stickers. Failure to do so will
result in a $25 fine.

HOMECOMING DISPLAYS
All organizations which are
interested in building a
Homecoming display and
have not already submitted an
■entry torm must contact
Perry Deloach at 656-6750 no
later than Friday, Sept. 25.
PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT
Sidney J. Hall, University
minister of Ciemson Baptist
Church, will be presenting an
exhibition
of
creative
photography, Sunday at 7:30
p.m. in Social hall of Ciemson
Baptist Church. The public is
invited.
GIRLS FENCING TEAM
All girls interested in fencing are requested to be at the
YMCA gym Monday evening
at 5:30. No experience is
necessary and beginners are
welcome. For further information contact Monie
Hudnel at 656-6311.
SPANISH CLUB
An organizational meeting
for the Spanish Club will be
held Wednesday night at 7
p.m. in room 107 Daniel Hall.
Election of officers and
discussion of activities will
follow. Refreshments will be
served. All interested persons
are invited.

Jock Raid
Several University coeds, with captured
wares in hand, return to East Campus after
an impromptu jock raid on Johnstone Hall
last week. Although the girls were momen-

tarily successful, they were overtaken later
by embarrassed males and tossed into the
library pool in an impressive show of
masculine superiority.

A meeting of the newlyformed psychology club was
held Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
Hardin Hall for the purpose of
electing officers and formulating club plans for the
coming year.
The meeting opened with
discussion concerning the
procedure of electing officers.
Ronald
Cooper,
a
psychology major from
Columbia,
was
elected
president. Susan Chandler,
also a psychology major, was
elected
vice
president.
Elected to the offices of
secretary and treasurer,
respectively, were Pamela
McCreery and Jean Ridgill.
The tentative goals of the
club were then discussed, and
a committee was formed to
draft a constitution.
The 19 people present also
discussed the need for
developing
interest , in
psychology and the importance of recognition by the
administration.

Edwards Invited To Speak
President Robert C. Edwards has been invited to
participate as a speaker in a
Washington, D. C, conference
for 550 top-level management
personnel in the federal
government's executive
branch.
Edwards will serve on one of
10 panels which will run
concurrently during the two-

day meeting (Sept. 21-22) at
the Statler Hilton Hotel. About
50 managers from departments and agencies in the
executive branch will attend
each panel session.
The "Federal Management
Improvement Conference,"
designed to stimulate creative
management through an
interchange of ideas, will

focus on the most pressing
management problems facing
government administrators.
f, 4 :■'*)' DARLING UIUI '*jfc*.l. ■.

SCOTTIES

PRESENTING
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Had A Good Piece Lately?

The 40,000 Mi. Tire:

G

BFGoodrich

~y
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Try Scotties Pizza

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
SUGGESTED FOR O
fz
GENERAL AUDIENCES
P

Starts Sun. - Sept. 20

LIFESAVER
• 100% Stronger *
• 43% Wider *
• 167% More Mileage '
comparisons bused
popular long miler.

As Low As

$41.75
DR70-13

on

HANDBAGS

our

SMALL LEATHER GOODS
5 SHOE STYLES
-INSUEDE
SNAKE
CALF

* Size plus federal tax and old tire
off your car.

Plus $2.34 tax

For Foreign and Sports
cars: the famous B. F.
Goodrich GT-100 high
perforfance black tubetype radial as low as
$28.25 plus $149 tax
155SR15.

Also a full line of B. F.
Goodrich polyester, rayon, nylon and belted
fiberglass tires and guaranteed retreads. '
Truing — Balancing —
Front End Alignment —
All American Sports and
Foreign cars.

MARCUS STERLING
DISTINCTIVE SHOES

DON'S TIRES

FOR WOMEN
downtown — ciemson

103 N.

INTERBANK • BANKAMERICARD • LAYAWAYS

CLEMSON AVE.
PKONE 654-5072

CHARGE ACCOUNTS WELCOME

Man does net
live
by
bread
alcne!

DOBSON
HARDWARE

SILHOUETTE
ALSO TO- 1973
__

REGISTERED

_

-

Keepsake^

MANY ITEMS TO FILL YOUR
MANY NEEDS

Quality Jewelry at the
lowest possible price
Never a charge for
engraving
Try our personal serviceWe think you'll like it!

"THE STORE THAT MAKES YOU FEEL

MAE JOHN
WEST HUSTOI
RAQUELWELC
-..GORE VIDAL'SAND

AT HOME AWAY FROM HOME"

PAINTS
GLUES
LOCKS

20TH CENTURY-FOX Presents

CEMENTS
HARDWARE
KEYS

W<ybwied<u

MYRA
BRECKINRIDCip
PANAVISION* /«\ MWW,.,iii
Color by DELUXE' LXJ—
—""-1

'OUALITY AND SERVICE FIRST'
116 N. MAIN ST.
ANDERSON, S. C. 29621

H.ir MM We* ur»| YOU COTTA TASTE *LL OF THE Wl
end HARD TO HANDLE on 20ih C«niury-Foi Recoil

CLEMSON THEATM

TELEPHONE 226-7635

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

Beat Virginia I
RUG RIOT
"Serving Ciemson Since 1908"

- WITH A SMILE Downtown

Ciemson

Assorted Shapes and Colors
27"x40"
C1OQ
BIG VALUE
H>l«^^

GILLETTE
TECHMATIC RAZOR
ADJUSTABLE RAZOR BAND

Credit helps! Drop in and discuss a
Sears Revolving Charge Account with
us. Or just fill out the attached
coupon and we'll mail you a credit
application. If you prefer, we'll phone
you at your convenience.

FOAMY SHAVE CREAM
$3.18
Value

Hour after Hour
Spray Deodorants

88c

66c

Reg. $1.19

Reg. $1.00

KLEENEX
4 For$1

200's
White &
Colors
For

Jergens
Lotion

Sears believes responsible
students deserve credit!

99c

! Sears, Roebuck and Co.

$1.35 Size
With
Dispenser

j 713 N. Main i.. Anderson, S. C.
| □ Please mail me a credit application

Q Please phone me

***§> RASHCUBtS

PHONE
I ADDRESS.

3 CUK&m

AM AVAILABLE AFTER

! CLASS OF_

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

Sears

718 N. Main
Anderson, S. C.
Phone 226-2461

Tydye Shirts - Pants - Dress Bell Bottom Slacks
Scented Candles - Posters - Incense - Love Beads
Peace Rings - Leather Goods
New Store Hours: Mon. thru Fri. Noon to 7 P.M.
Saturday 10 A.M. - 6 P.M.

Greenville's Complete Mod Boutique Shop
1823 WADE HAMPTON BLVD.
Near Hwy. 29 and 291 Intersection
Ph. 244-1239

K«HIS

auUKMm

331* (

Package of 3 only $1.33

HARPER'S

COLLEGE AVENUE

5 & 10c
STORE
CLEMSON
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Hootie's Debut players
A Success,
Ready
For
Cavaliers
cite individual weaknesses, call Virginia quick and agressive
By JULE WELBORN
Sports Writer
Last week the Clemson Tigers opened Hootie Ingram's first
season as a head coach with a fine 24-0 victory over the Citadel
Bulldogs. It was a good start, but it cannot be enjoyed for long
because Virginia is coming with its best team ever.
.Concerning the Citadel game, Tommy Kendrick said, "We
made a lot of mistakes on offense that have to be corrected.
Many times we had ten men doing their jobs and one who broke
down and messed things up. Our timing must get better too."
The political science major from Stone Mountain, Ga. added
that the team looked sloppy at times, but generally looked
good and blocked over 70% as a unit. He said that
the offense just cannot let one man break down
and allow a potentially good play to be wasted.
"Personally I am going to have to improve
my passing for the Virginia game," continued
the junior quarterback. "We are going to have to
improve our running game too. If we had played
Georgia last week and had played the way we
did, it could have been a very long day.''
Turning to Virginia, Kendrick declared that KENDRICK
Clemson is going to have to mix up the plays and
throw more because of the type of defense Virginia plays. The
Tigers will also have a definite game plan.
The Cavalier defense is aggressive and quick. They like to
slant and stunt and keep you guessing. Our backs will have to
find their own holes."

Their whole defense is better than last year when it was
ranked tenth in the nation. Kendrick commented that Virginia's
linebackers and front four are real good with some potential AilAmericans.
In conclusion, he stated, "The outcome of the game may
come down to the fourth quarter, and I hope we can pull it out. I
don't really expect much scoring. They won their first game in
the fourth quarter, and I just hope we can score more than they
do."
Gary Gennerich, a sophomore tackle from Wayne, N.J.,
believes that because it was our first game, a lot of mistakes
were made in the first half. "That was partly due
to their changes in defense which we had not
expected. We made adjustments during halftime
and played better in the second half."
Gennerich, a pre-dentistry major, added
that the line came off the ball well. He stated that
the reason Clemson did not score more was that
the Tigers just missed by a few inches big yardage on several occasions.
"I'm pleased with the offensive showing,' GENNERICH
said Gennerich. "24 points in the first game of
the season is pretty good. If we make the mistakes we made and
still score that much, we should really do something if we don't
make any mistakes. We could really show people something this
year."
As for the Virginia Wahoos, the Clemson offensive tackle
&:*W:W:%:::::::::::::ft:#^

said that he was very impressed from what he had seen in films.
He described them as very aggressive and experienced.
"The first thing I noticed was their aggressiveness. This
Virginia team is one of the most explosive teams ever put out
from there and is better than the team of two years ago which
had a 7-3 record. I'm sure they will be ready to play some real
football .when they get down here."
Lastly Gennerich said that "They won't back
down, and will come to play four quarters. We won't be able to
tire them out. We should also be in for a real battle all the way."
' Edgefield's Ben Anderson feels that the Tiger defense did a
pretty good job last Saturday. "Several mistakes were made
which must be corrected by this week." The reasons for these
mistakes was the fact that the Citadel had a good option play
and Clemson could not stop it.
"We got a pretty good rush from our front four. As a whole
our defense really came through on crucial plays, especially
short yardage ones."
Anderson feels that the Virginia offense is a
very good one. "They like to throw the ball, and
they have two fine running backs." The
sophomore back described them as "a team
which runs straight at you. Their line opens holes
well. They like to throw short passes mainly.
They don't try to do anything fancy.
"This game should be close because anyone ANDERSON
who beats Virginia Tech has to be good," con-

By JIM DALES
Sports Writer
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A NEW CONCEPT / A UNIVERSAL CHEMISTRY
Color-keyed liquid concentrates simplify mixing. With Unicolor you see your color prints in less than half the time required by conventional methods—and in half the steps. Even
if you've never done processing, now you can do color.
with UNICOLOR.
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Intramurals

and
easy-er

"Personally, I've got to hustle more. We can't have any
breakdowns. It's going to take 60 minutes of good hard play to
win this one."

Netters Could
Take ACC Title

By MIKE GILL
Sports Writer

hfl

"Clemson had better play better than they did against the
Citadel or they will lose this game," commented the big tackle.
He then said that the Cavaliers are in good condition and that
each one knows what he is supposed to do.

:*s

Louisiana State Gets
Nod For SEC Crown
Of the bottom three of
through the remainder of their
Mississippi State, Vanderbilt,
games. If Vince Dooley can
and Kentucky, Vandy may be
come up with a No. 1 quarthe best. Coach Bill Pace is a
terback, Georgia will stay in
This season could be a very
young, intelligent football
contention. The Bulldogs of
exciting one for Southeastern
coach. His squad could well
1969 were a humiliated and
Conference football fans.
play a spoiler roll before the
There are six strong and embarassed team at the end of
season is over. Mississippi
their campaign. Several fine
powerful teams in the league;
State had a tremendous freshand
a
anyone of them could win the sophomores
man squad last year and
rejuvenated offense could give
title.
Johnny Ray of Kentucky, who
the people in Athens plenty to
Last year, Archie Manning,
was 17 of 22 when he started
the boyish-faced slingster of cheer about.
the final game last year,
Alabama always went after
Mississippi, led his teamreturning. However the SEC is
mates to a Sugar Bowl victory the quick, little man. They are
too powerful and loaded this
over the powerful defense of still as quick as before down in
year for many of the three
Arkansas. With only one Tuscalossa but now they are
teams to make a significant
member absent from the '69 twice as big. Quarterback
impression.
offensive platoon, the Rebels Scott Hunter and tailback
No team will go undefeated
of Ole Miss and "Archie Johnny Musso will be back
in the Southeastern ConWho," are the definite again, but the most imference this year and chances
pressive pre-season acfavorite.
are no one will lose less than
Louisiana State University colades have been directed
two or three. The offensive
won nine games last year and towards sophomore offensive
show will be the greatest the
lost only one but the Tigers tackle, John Hannah. He may
south has been since Sherman
spent New Year's Day wat- turn out to be one of the
came through Atlanta.
ching the television instead of greatest lineman in Alabama
Circle December 5th on the
playing on it. The 1970 edition history. Bear Bryant will play
calendar. That's when Ole
of LSU looks powerful and as one of the toughest schedules
Miss is scheduled to play LSU
head coach Charlie Mc- in the country. If the team
and it may just be for all the
Clendon tells it, "maybe this doesn't jell in the early games
marhlps
year's team can be just as it will be a rough season for
the Crimson Tide.
good."
The Orange Men of TenWith Pat Sullivan back to
guide the offense and nessee and their new head
Coach McFadden has andefensive
back
Larry coach, Bill Battle, will be a
Willingham spearheading his contender for the title. The '69 nounced that the second week
unit, Auburn will be in the offense returns nearly intact, of softball competition has
picture thoroughout the led by Ail-American guard been completed. Still unseason. The War Eagles have Chip Kell and flashy speedster . defeated in League A, the
37 lettermen returning this Lester McClain. Tennessee Math Department, will be
year from the team that led should make Battle's first meeting the winner of the
Kappa Sig-Simpsonville game
the SEC in scoring last season. year a successful one.
in the semi-finals. In league B,
Only
superlatives
could
If the defense can coordinate
the Sigma Nu Eagles and the
itself, Shug Jordan's 20th describe the duo of John
Auburn team will be a Reaves and Carlos Alvarez at. Engineering Grads, both
undefeated, will vie.
thrilling one for the fans to Florida. New head coach
Doug Dickey is deep enough in
In the three freshmen
watch.
leagues, E-2 meets E-5 in
After the sixth game of the talent to win a lot of games
League G, the Horticultural
season last year, Georgia's this year and make an apDepartment meets the team
football machine malfunc- pearance in one of the bowl
from F-3 in League H and D-4
tioned and the Dogs stumbled games.
battles D-3 in League I.

tmued Anderson. "We _ are going to have to make
fewer mistakes. This is our first conference game, and we need
to win it to keep our momentum going."
Ralph Daniel also thinks the defense did pretty good. "At
times, an individual would let up, and they gained good yardage.
They were better than we thought, and we were tense."
"We had no weaknesses except individual ones," added the
junior defensive tackle from Lavonia, Ga. "A couple of times
assignments were missed and the Citadel took
advantage of them."
The education major continued in saying
that the Tigers hit pretty hard. He also said that
the Bengals could usually tell what the Citadel
was going to do. This helped the defense to know
its assignments.
"Virginia has good running backs, two good
guards, two good tackles, and a good, simple
offense." Daniels added that "this is the best
team that Virginia has ever had."
DANIEL

"Clemson University, with
the exception of maybe the
University of Miami, could
beat any other college* tennis
team in the East", said Nick
Kelaidis after a match this
week.
Born in Egypt, Kelaidis
picked up the game of tennis
at the age of 11 with the help of
his father and later was
helped by a tennis pro. His
caliber of play grew until he
became the number one junior
player in all of Greece. He
later played in the Orange
Bowl Junior Tournament in
Florida. The publicity gained
through that tournament
enabled Tiger tennis coach
Duane Bruly to get in touch
with Nick and bring him to
Clemson.
"Tennis at Clemson, since I
was a freshman, has steadily

Against USC On Oct3

ArtistryTommy Kendrick (no. 14 top photo) scrambles to get a chance to throw a pass in last Saturday's contest with the Citadel Bulldogs. Moments after this shot was taken, Kendrick stopped long
enough to throw a touchdown pass to an anxiously waiting Ray Yauger. In the bottom picture,
Rick Gilstrap (no. 10) charges off-tackle for a substantial gain in the second quarter.

NO WASTE, NO MESS, NO DARKROOM
For the beginning amateur, or for the darkroom pro seeking
to simplify his work, the Unidrum Daylite Color Print
Processor revolutionizes processing.
Warm water establishes the correct temperature and the
Unidrum Processor automatically holds that temperature
within Unicolor tolerances while you process your color print.
But that's not all. After you load Unidrum with print paper,
all other processing steps can be done with the lights on!
Beautiful color prints in less than 7 minutes because Unidrum's unique construction assures maximum processing
saturation.

Though the teams in the
past have been far above
average and sometimes great,
the Athletic Department and
student body have been guilty
of a lack of support. "I think
the Athletic Department
hasn't done all it could do for
the team. We were promised a
tennis house, good courts, and
good seats three years ago. If
we can get the needed
facilities, we can continue to
attract the good players to
Clemson and possibly build a
tennis dynasty along the lines
of North Carolina", sumed up
the Civil Engineering major.

Sailers Try For Trophy
By JIM BELL
Sports Writer

and
easy-er

increased in its quality of
play. We are getting better
players and better play out of
them," continued the Tiger
star. Evidence of "this getting
better players" is the fact that
there's a chance two Indian
stars and a West German will
be enrolled here next year.

and
easy-er
A NEW CONCEPT / THE UNICOLOR SYSTEM
High quality color prints become even easier, simpler and
faster to produce with the UNIGUIDE Calculator and UNIWHEEL Filter Set. You don't need complex, expensive color
equipment in your darkroom. Designed to complement your
Unicolor Kit is the easy-to-use UNIGUIDE which provides
correct settings for proper color balance for exposures
made with the simple UNIWHEEL filter system. Get a good
print the first time. No more costly guesswork.

On October 3, the Clemson
Sailing Club will compete
against the University of
South Carolina. On the line
will be the Clemson-USC
Perpetual sailing trophy.
For both teams it will
highlight their season. The
trophy has been absent from
the Tiger sailors for the past
three years. The club has high
hopes of recapturing it from
the Gamecocks this season.
Earlier in the week, Bill
Rembold, a Clemson skipper,
stated, "It will make the
entire season for us if we beat
South Carolina."

With two members of last
year's crew returning the club
will show some experience.
The returnees are Trip Hines,
a junior, and Rembold, a
sophomore.
A new face, Gary Gleason,
will provide some tremendous
ability. Rembold said that the
freshman from Tennessee is
the best on the team.
A fine effort by the entire
crew will be needed to win.
The Citadel, the dominating
team of the SAISA for the last
three years, is the team to
beat this season. Last season,
they overpowered their
competition in the SAISA
championships,
while
Clemson came in second and
South Carolina finished a
distant third.

ONE QUICK STOP FOR ALL
YOUR NEEDS

QUIK WAY
7 a.m.-l 1 p.m.

7 Days a Week

College Ave. at 123 Stoplight

Clemson

SHIRTS $4.98
ALSO

PANTS AND JACKETS

JUDGE KELLER'S
College Ave.

UNIGUIDE/exposure calculator

UNIWHEEL/filter set fits most enlargers

ALSO FROM UNICOLOR
5 fast steps to color negatives
Develop/Stop Fix/Blix/Wash/Stabilize
4 fast steps to color prints
Develop/Blix/Wash/Stabilize

START COLOR PROCESSING WITH ONE OF THREE KITS.
• Basic—only kit specifically designed for processing both color negatives and all papers.
• Group A Chemistry-for color prints with Ektacolor, GAF Color, Sakura
Color papers.
• Group B Chemlstry-for color prints with Unicolor, Agfacolor, Fuji
Color, Pavelle Color, Luminos, Rapid Access papers.
With both Group A and Group B Chemistry kits up to 64 prints
8" x 10" can be made.
Basic Kit
$14.95
Group A
$16.50
Group B
$16.50
Suggested retail prices

l

■

SPARKLING HUES, SUBTLE TONES, BRILLIANT COLORS
An economical and high quality color paper is introduced
by Unicolor. Your colors will be right and your quality will
be consistent with Unicolor paper.
Available in all standard sizes.
Unidrum Daylite Color Print Processor

LUMIGUIDE: A see-in-the-dark way of keeping track of
required data.
LUMITEMP: A read-in-the-dark thermometer.

$23.50

Suggested retail price
Unicolor Paper: Priced by size and quantity.

Fant's Camera Shop
ANDERSON, S. C.

Uniwheel/Uniguide Set
Lumfguide
Lumitemp
Suggested retail prices

$17.95
$ 1.95
$ 8.95

Clemi

NOW WORLD WIDE !
THE

MAIL

BOX

SUPER DISCOUNT SOUNDS
Lowest overall prices anywhere on 8-jrack
tapes, cassettes, & provocative & groovy
posters at super—low discount prices. Speediest delivery & completely guaranteed. Send
for our current catalog of selections & their
low prices. We have a complete line of rock,
pop, blues, soul, country-western, folk, jazz,
classical, gospel & soundtrack. For free catalog mail your request to:

The Mail Box. P.O. Box 2417
San Francisco. Calif. 94126
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What Is Science Fiction
a history and an explanation
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Every song that means something special to you
has its own certain smell and its own dreamlike
vision. It may not be very concrete, and in fact it
may be very vague, but certainly you have at one
time or another experienced the emotional feel of a
song; the feeling which has little to do with words
and music.
The music itself need not be very good. It may be
only by chance that the song appeals to you. But
whatever the reason, whenever the song is played,
the smell, the vision, and the feeling return. The
song is beyond criticism.
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Such a song for me is "Summer In The City," by
the Lovin' Spoonful. In the summer of 1964 when the
song was being prominently played (on the hour, I
think), I was going to summer camp. My tent had a
wooden platform for a floor, and my footlocker sat
in the middle of it with my radio propped on top of
that.
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Heard under those circumstances, I naturally
associated the song (which I liked) with my
surroundings. Today, every playing of "Summer In
The City" brings the radio and the smell of the
canvas with it. And it feels good.
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Now you may be wondering what all this has to do
with Saturday night's B. J. Thomas concert. Very
simple. Many of Thomas' songs carry their own
special feelings. Like "Summer In The City," they
have their own smell.
"Hooked On A Feeling," "Just Can't Help
Believing," and "Raindrops" are all in a class of
music which relies on emotion over quality of workmanship. Simply sung and well executed, they
achieve their purpose very well.
B. J. Thomas' songs were well sung and well
performed. And they had their own emotional
impact, something very hard to explain. For that, it
was good, and for that, I'm grateful.
It was kind of like listening to the Beach Boys all
night long. It was nostalgic.

By MARCHEL JENNINGS
Staff Writer
PART TWO
During the 1930s Science Fiction
established itself, separating with a
slowly increasing decisiveness from
fantasy and space-opera, advancing in
bulk and popularity, but remaining
firmly at a humble level of literary
endeavor.
The next era in Science Fiction
opened quite suddenly round 1940;
there were five magazines in 1938,
thirteen in 1939, and twenty two in 1941.
This expansion of outlet virtually
coincided with the arrival of a large
group of new writers in the field, among
them many of the best-known names of
today. Sensationalism began to'
diminish, some degree of literacy made
its appearance, and the admonitory
Utopia, virtually the leading form of
contemporary Science Fiction, came
into being again after something like
twenty years. The mode had not come
of age, but at least its crawling days
were over.
During the period between the H.G.
Wells stories and the 1940s, Science
Fiction was almost exclusively
American in origin, so much so that the
majority of European Science Fiction is
placed in an American setting wit
American names. The British continued the work of Wells in sparse
numbers and in relative obscurity until
the 1940s. Outside of the United States
and Britain, Russia is the only other
country to develop their own form of

Science Fiction.
Few things reveal the wishes, hopes,
fears, inner stresses and tensions of an
era, or define its limitations with such
exactness as does Science Fiction. This
is abundantly true of the group of
feelings to which I shall give pride of
place: sex. Here indeed the two modes
divide with some sharpness, Science
Fiction evidently restrained by its
comparatively realistic bias, fantasy
sometimes offering sexual fantasy on
an uninhibited scale.
Space-Opera in its earlier stages was
as cold-blooded as a fairy tale. Later
Space-Opera on occasion does borrow a
bit of sadism from its private-eye
analogue, but for the most part if
remains hardly less decorous than
Superman.
The Science Fiction of the 1940 period
(which lasted until about 1966 when
New Wave Science Fiction came into its
own) similarly unshackles the libido
but seldom, often appearing to go out of
its way to be chaste. When a writer
portrayed a decadent society, one
would probably find a generalized
account of sexual exuberance.
A non-rational sense of insecurity can
be disentangled from several favorite
myths or recurring situations in
Science Fiction. One of these is obviously that of the eventual extinction
of the human race. The agencies involved are variously imagined. Another
widely expressed theme is that of the
failure of mankind to cope with that
which he has created, i.e. technology.

There is also the dread of finding that
one is being used or that one has lost
individual freedom without realizing
the loss until too late.
Which now brings up the question —
Is Science Fiction an escapist medium?
It needs to be made clear that, whereas
it might appear to an inquirer that to
get into a space-ship and travel to the
rim of the galaxy is a fairly efficient
method of escaping from problems at
home, yet it is not so viewed inside the
field. Whatever one may think it really
is or would be, space is viewed as the
forefront of active life, the region where
the future is made rather than talked
about or run away from. It remains
true that the medium is, if not optimistic, at any rate strongly activist in
its attitudes.
It may show, and often does,
humanity groaning in chains of its own
construction, but nearly always with
the qualification that those chains can
be broken if people try hard enough.
Consider Orwell's novel "Nineteen
Eighty-Four" for a moment. "If you
want a picture of the future, imagine a
boot stamping on a human face —
forever," thus summing up the book, a
conclusion is being reached which
whether plausible or not, no orthodox
science-fiction writer would admit.
If any sort of moral or social preview
can be extriacted from the less fully
argued attitudes of Science Fiction,
that preview strikes me as largely a
reassuring one.That insensate denial of
rationality which is notoriously to be

found in much thriller and some
mainstream writing, is rare in the SF
genre. Perhaps there is an excessive
respect for reason here, but whatever
may be said in favor of too little reason
as a choice of evils in our private life, in
the public domain one ought to choose
too much over too little.
Now it remains to sum up what use
the written medium serves or might
serve. Science Fiction is not a medium
valuable simply for prophecy: Science
Fiction has sometimes guessed right,
sometimes wrong, and to have guessed
wrong invalidates nothing. It is a
means of dramatizing social inquiry, as
a fictional mode in which cultural
tendencies can be isolated and judged.
It is sometimes over-ambitious often
vulgarly presumptuous, but many
people would be mortified to discover
how many of their cherished insights
are common groud in Science Fiction.
Any galactic survey team from vega,
etc. would be well advised to read a
sample of the stuff before reporting on
Terran civilization.

THE CDA
PRESENTS
IKE AND
TINA
TURNER
In
Concert
FRIDAY
OCTOBER
9
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Funny war movie is semi-success
By JERRY GRIGGS
Columnist
Kelley's Heroes, on the surface, is a
very funny war movie. Underneath the
surface, however, it is a very funny war
movie, although it tries to be more.
Sometimes it succeeds, sometimes not.
It has been said that the movie has
anti-war undercurrents and this may be
true, but if so, it is often obscurred by the
overwhelming sympathy generated by
the "heroes" and the papier mache
quality of the German soldiers. The
mission of Kelley's Heroes is one of greed
and perhaps this is supposed to be an
allegory to the present war of greed, but
not many viewers will see this through
the cloud of "Hoorays" for our side. It
just doesn't quite come across.
There is one very good black
humoresque scene in which Donald
Sutherland leads his three pet Sherman
tanks out of a railroad tunnel and totally
annihilates a German brigade along with
the local workers forced to serve the
Germans. All this is done to the ac-

If you aren't presently obligated, join
the men and women students who are
already enjoying luxurious Deauville —
at a cost that is less than dormitory
rooms.
We also have a number of students
who are looking for roommates.

companiment of music broadcast from
loudspeakers attached to the sides of the
tanks. The tanks then dance off into the
sunset.
Another aspect of "Kelley's Heroes" is
its spoofs on and borrowings from other
movies. As in "MASH" war is likened to
a football game; "Oddball's" Shermans
could be a take-off on the James Bond

gimmick-car; the dance of the tanks is
reminiscent of the ballet of the spaceship
in "2001"; and the whole movie seems to
have a "Dirty Dozen" overlay.
But the most direct reference is near
the end when Eastwood's own "Dollars"
movies ar spoofed in a mock show-down
between Eastwood, Sutherland, Terry
Savalas, and a German Panzer. The

three "heroes" march (Wild Bunch?)
down the street to talk with the occupants
of the tank is accompanied by a
conglomeration of Enio Morricone's
"Dollars" scores.
Several good performances are given
in the movie, notably Savalas and
Sutherland, who together pull the movie
right out from under Eastwood's feet.
The movie progresses very slowly until
Sutherland's appearance. Eastwood is
very rigid throughout the movie with a
few scenes excepted, and one continually
expects a small black cigar to appear in
the corner of his mouth. He seemed
uncomfortable and a bit impotent
without it.
Don Rickles, thankfully, is presented in
small doses and doesn't become too
overbearing. He serves his function.
Carol O'Conner's appearance as the
General performs a vital function at the
end when his imminent presence
produces the bit of suspense necessary to
carry the movie to a not too tedious
conclusion.

DON RICKLES IN "KELLY'S HEROES'

e a u b t 11 e
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS
CLEMSON REALTY CO.
Call 654-5750
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INSPIRED BY THE ROMANTIC ELEGANCE OF FRENCH DESIGN,
DEAUVILLE OFFERS AN ARRAY OF LUXURIOUS FEATURES
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•

Total Electric Year
Around Comfort

•

Completely Furnished

•

Wall To Wall Carpet

•

Appliances. Including Dishwasher

•

3 Parking Spaces Per Apartment

•

Swimming Pool

•

Clubhouse For Parlies

•

Private Patio

•

Sound Conditioning

•

Master TV Antenna

•

Coin Laundry

•

Resident Manager
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